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H I G H L I G H T S

• Effect of rounding on a jet pump is systematically investigated.

• Jet pump with sharp edge induces reversed and higher time-averaged pressure drop.

• A jet pump with rounding at small opening can work more efficiently.

• The optimal taper angles for sharp and round edge jet pumps are different.
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A B S T R A C T

Owing to the capability to induce a time-averaged pressure drop in oscillatory flow, a jet pump has been used to
suppress the Gedeon streaming in a looped thermoacoustic engine. The suppression capacity originates from the
asymmetric pressure drop through the jet pump, and could be enhanced by rounding the edge of the jet pump in
traditional view. This paper systematically probes the rounding effect on a jet pump and compares the perfor-
mance of jet pumps with round and with sharp edge on small opening. The performance dependences on the
taper angle and the cross-sectional area ratios, including the big-to-small opening area ratio of the jet pump and
the small opening-to-pipe cross sectional area ratio, are analyzed and compared for the two types of jet pump.
The results reveal a reversed and higher time-averaged pressure drop in the shape edge jet pump in contrast to
that in the rounded jet pump. However, the round edge of the small opening can improve working efficiency of a
jet pump.

1. Introduction

A traveling-wave thermoacoustic engine, due to its inherently re-
versible thermodynamic cycle [1], is an attractive solution for con-
verting thermal energy into acoustic power. In 1999, Backhaus and
Swift successfully developed a typical traveling-wave thermoacoustic
engine [2], which achieved a thermal efficiency as high as 0.3, and
boosted up the development and applications in such extensive fields as
electrical power generation [3–5], refrigeration [6–8] and water
pumping [9], etc. Despite the higher theoretical efficiency in a tra-
veling-wave thermoacoustic system, an acoustic streaming named as
Gedeon streaming [10] may occur in the closed-loop configuration of
the traveling-wave thermoacoustic engine, and has a detrimental in-
fluence on the system thermal efficiency [2,11–14].

To suppress the Gedeon streaming, a jet pump was frequently used

in the looped configuration [2,12,13,15]. The jet pump is a tapered hole
with different opening areas. The pressure drop through the jet pump is
asymmetric in two opposite directions along the channel axis during the
two half time periods, which can result in a time-averaged pressure
drop in oscillatory flow. An appropriate time-averaged pressure drop
can be used to suppress the Gedeon streaming. So far, the time-aver-
aged pressure drop is usually calculated by the formula proposed by
Backhaus and Swift [2,13], which is based on the quasi-static hypoth-
esis [16]:
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where ρ is the mean density of working fluid, a indicates the area of the
jet pump. U1,jp is the volumetric velocity amplitude through the jet
pump. kexp and kcon are the loss coefficients for expansion and
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contraction. The subscripts s and b denote the small and the big opening
of the jet pump, respectively.

It is routinely accepted that edge rounding on the small opening of a
jet pump can strengthen the asymmetric pressure drop induced by the
jet pump in the oscillatory flow [2]. Due to the decrease of kcon,s in Eq.
(1), the round edge of the small opening can reduce the pressure drop in
the diverging direction [17], then increase the time-averaged pressure
drop in the converging direction. With this result, there are intensive
studies on the jet pump with round edge (JP-R) [18–21], however, the
performance of the jet pump with sharp edge (JP-S) is rarely discussed.

Notably, our previous numerical simulation has shown that the flow
separation may exist in the diverging direction of a jet pump, especially
for JP-S [22], leading to a significant effect on the time-averaged
pressure drop. Furthermore, preliminary experimental results reveal
that the time-averaged pressure drop induced by JP-S is opposite to that
induced by JP-R [23]. In additional, the direction of time-averaged
pressure drop induced by JP-S opposites with that calculated by Eq. (1).
This indicates that the Eq. (1) could wrongly predict the direction of
time-averaged pressure drop Δpa induced by JP-S. Such a jet pump
designed based on Eq. (1) might not prevent Gedeon streaming and
even promote it along with engine efficiency degradation. Biwa et al.’s
[12] experimental results also presented that installing the jet pump
with wrong orientation, the heat loss was increased from 6.5W to 30W,
when the input heat power supplied to the prime mover was 100W.

However, just one JP-S structure has been tested in our previous
experiment. It is not yet clear the opposite time-averaged pressure drop
phenomenon is ubiquitous in JP-S, and the performance of JP-S with
different configurations is still unknown. Therefore, it is of great sig-
nificance to generalize the rounding effects on a jet pump and ratio-
nalize a generic design strategy.

In this work, the time-averaged pressure drop induced by JP-S and
its dependences on the taper angle and the big-to-small opening area
ratio of the jet pump are investigated experimentally. A deal of atten-
tion is put on the performance comparison of JP-S and JP-R studied in
our previous research [23]. Subsequently, the influence of small
opening-to-pipe cross sectional area ratio on the time-averaged pressure
drop induced by jet pump is further analyzed.

2. Experimental system

2.1. Experimental apparatus

The experimental setup consists of a linear compressor, a tested jet
pump, a particle packing chamber and a reservoir, as shown schema-
tically in Fig. 1. The detailed description can be found in our previous
work [23]. The pressure-wave generator is a linear compressor of type
CP6231. The linear motor has a dual-opposed configuration with two
same motors to eliminate the vibration and increase the output. The
linear motor has a displacement limitation of 6mm. The swept volume
is 2.3× 10−5 m3, and the backside chamber volume of one motor is
2.3× 10−3 m3. The dead volume between the two pistons, i.e., the
space volume in front of the pistons is 1.3× 10−4 m3. The tested jet

pump is a component with a tapered hole, as shown in Fig. 2. The di-
mensions are listed in Table 1. Nos. 1–16 are parameters for JP-S, and
Nos. 17–22 are for JP-R. The dimensionless rounding at the edge of the
small opening r/ds is 0.3, where r is the rounding radius and ds is the
diameter of the smallest cross section. All the deviations of diameters
and lengths are within± 0.05mm, and those of taper angles are± 0.1°.
At researching the taper angle influence, the cross-sectional areas ab
and as are fixed, and α depends on the length of jet pump Ljp. Mean-
while, the effects of two cross-sectional area ratios, i.e., the ratio of the
big-to-small opening of jet pump ab/as and the ratio of the small
opening-to-pipe cross sectional area as/A are analyzed.

For the oscillating flow, a resistance-and-compliance (RC) load,
usually used for measuring the acoustic power output from thermo-
acoustic engines [2,24], is adopted to characterize the velocity through
the jet pump. The RC load often takes the form of a needle valve
combined with a reservoir. However, the opening of the needle valve is
sufficiently small, which may affect the flow field inside the pipe sub-
stantially. Here, instead of the needle valve, a particle packing chamber
filled with particle filler is used to provide resistance in our experi-
mental apparatus. The volume of reservoir Vres is 1 L. The diameter of
the pipe D is 28mm. The performance of the jet pump is tested at 60 Hz
with nitrogen as the working gas at a pressure of 3MPa.

2.2. Measurement

The measured parameters include six pressures and three tem-
peratures, as shown in Fig. 1. Two piezoelectric pressure sensors P1 and
P2 (PCB PIEZOTRONICS 113B28), which are located at two sides away
from the jet pump at the same distance of 6D, are used to measure the
dynamic pressure on each side of the jet pump, with accuracies of
3.447 kPa. A two-way differential UNIK-5000-type pressure sensor P3,
with the range of −200 to 200 kPa and the accuracy of 0.2% FS, is used
to measure the differential pressure across the jet pump. The mean
pressures measurement employ two UNIK-5000-type pressure sensors
P4 and P5, with the ranges of 0–5MPa and the accuracy of 0.2% FS.
Since the pressure amplitude in the reservoir is the key parameter for
calculating the velocity amplitude and much smaller, a piezoelectric
pressure sensor P6 (PCB PIEZOTRONICS 106B) with an accuracy of
0.57 kPa is used for more accurate measurement of the dynamic pres-
sure in the reservoir. Three sheathed platinum resistance thermometers
(PT100) (i.e., T1, T2 and T3), are used to measure the temperatures of

P3
2P1P P4T1 T2

P5

P6

T3

5D 1D 1D 3D 2D

linear compressor

tested jet pump particle packing 
chamber reservoir

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus (Labeled P or T indicate the pressure or temperature are measured, D=28mm).

(a) JP-S (b) JP-R

D dsdb

Ljp

db ds ds,oD

r

Ljp

Fig. 2. Schematic of the jet pumps.
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working gas at each end of the jet pump and in the reservoir, with
accuracies of± 0.1 °C.

3. Data reduction

For the data reduction, it is assumed that the resistance coefficient
of the fluid through the jet pump in one direction is constant, and the
velocity is assumed to be sinusoidal. Therefore, the time-averaged
pressure drop and acoustic power loss can be written as [2,23]:
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where T is the time period, u1 is the velocity amplitude through the
small opening of jet pump, and ω is the angular frequency. k represents
the resistance coefficient. The subscripts + and − represent in the
forward flow and the backward flow, i.e., the flow in the converging
direction and the diverging direction, respectively.

The time-averaged pressure drop Δpa is measured by P3. The
acoustic power loss ΔEa can be calculated by

= −∼ ∼E p U p UΔ 1
2

Re( ) 1
2

Re( )a 1.1 1,1 1.2 1,2 (4)

where p1,1 and p1,2 are the pressure amplitudes measured by P1 and P2.
U1,1 and U1,2 are the volumetric velocity amplitudes on each side of the
jet pump, respectively. Diacritical mark ∼ stands for complex con-
jugate.

Based on the analogy of acoustics and electrics [2], the velocity
amplitude through the small opening of jet pump u1 in Eqs. (2) and (3)
can be calculated by
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where Cres and C2 denote acoustic compliances of the reservoir and the
pipe between the reservoir and the jet pump, respectively. p1,res and p1,2
are the pressure amplitudes in the reservoir and pipe behind the jet
pump, which are measured by P6 and P2, respectively. V2 is the volume
of the pipe between the reservoir and jet pump. pm,res and pm,pi are the
mean operating pressures in the reservoir and pipe, which are measured
by P5 and P4, respectively. γ is the specific heat capacity ratio of the
working fluid. ρres and ρjp are the densities of fluid in the reservoir and
jet pump, respectively. Meanwhile, the volumetric velocity amplitudes
in each side of the jet pump U1,1 and U1,2 can be calculated by
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where C1 and V1 are the acoustic compliance and the volume of con-
necting pipe between P1 and jet pump, respectively. C3 and V3 denote
the acoustic compliance and the volume of connecting pipe between P2
and reservoir, respectively.

A desire jet pump in a thermoacoustic engine should provide a
sufficient time-averaged pressure drop Δpa with a smaller acoustic
power loss ΔEa for suppressing Gedeon streaming efficiently. Therefore,
we pay more attention to the two evaluating parameters, i.e., time-
averaged resistance ka, and the coefficient of effectiveness ε, which
have been proposed in our previous study [22]. The definitions are as
follows
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Obviously, ka represents to the capability of a jet pump to produce
the time-averaged pressure drop. And a higher ε implies that a jet pump
can work more efficiently. Subsequently, ka and ε are used to compare
the performance of JP-S and JP-R in this study. Meanwhile, according
to Eqs. (2) and (3), k+ and k− can be calculated.

Reynolds number in an oscillatory flow can be defined as [19]:

=Re
u δ ρ

μ
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(10)

where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the working fluid. δν is the viscous
penetration depth, δν=(2υ/ω)1/2, which is approximately 53 μm. υ is
the kinematic viscosity of the working fluid. In order to identify the
fluid flow status, the critical Reynolds number Rec given by Ohmi and
Iguchi is used here to determine the transformation from laminar to
turbulent flow [25]:
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The critical Reynolds numbers Rec for different ds are shown in
Table 2. In this work, Re is always larger than Rec, indicating that these

Table 1
Dimensions of the jet pump.

No. α (°) ds (mm) db (mm) Ljp (mm) No. α (°) ds (mm) db (mm) Ljp (mm)

1 5 7 10 17.2 12 15 5 10.3 10
2 7 7 10 12.2 13 15 6 12.4 12
3 9 7 10 9.5 14 15 8 16.6 16
4 12 7 10 7.1 15 15 9 18.6 18
5 15 7 10 5.6 16 15 10 20.7 20
6 20 7 10 4.1 17 9 5 7.6 9.8
7 15 7 11.3 8 18 9 6 9.1 11.7
8 15 7 12.2 9.7 19 9 7 10.6 13.7
9 15 7 13.5 12.1 20 9 8 12.1 15.7
10 15 7 14.5 14 21 9 9 13.6 17.6
11 15 7 16 16.8 22 9 10 15.1 19.6

Table 2
Critical Reynolds number Rec.

ds (mm) 5 6 7 8 9 10

Rec 584 599 613 625 635 645
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measurements are in the turbulent regime. The numerical simulation of
jet pump in the turbulent oscillatory flow is so intricate that there are
inadequate explorations about jet pump behavior in this regime.
Therefore, measurements in the turbulent regime deserve more atten-
tion.

4. Experimental results of jet pump performance

The measurement of the pressure is of great importance to calculate
the two evaluating parameters ka, and ε as shown in Eqs. (8) and (9).
Therefore, before comparing the performances in detail, we firstly
present the functions of temporal acoustic pressures with time for No. 3
jet pump in Table 1 operating at Re=6×103. As shown in Fig. 3, the
dynamic pressures at two sides of the jet pump and in the reservoir
measured by pressure sensors P1, P2 and P6 as well as the differential
pressure across the jet pump measured by pressure sensor P3 are almost
sinusoidal waveform.

4.1. Impact of taper angle α

Firstly, we discuss the effect of taper angle α on performance of JP-S,
and compare the results with the performance of a JP-R in our previous
study [23]. In this part, the cross-sectional areas ab and as are fixed, and
α depends on the length of jet pump Ljp. To clearly elucidate the taper
angle effect, we keep the same ab and as in both JP-S and JP-R for
comparison. The dependences of k+ and k− with α are depicted in
Fig. 4. For the forward flow, k+ of JP-S (Nos. 1–6 in Table 1) and JP-R
seem insensitive to α, while JP-R has a smaller k+ than JP-S. This may

be due to the expansion loss decreases in JP-R as the channel outlet as,o
increases after rounding. In the backward flow, k− of JP-S is obviously
lager than that of JP-R, and the variations of k− with a rise in α between
the two types of jet pump are different. That is, k− of JP-S significant
increases with a rise in α when α is less than 12°, while k− of JP-R
changes very slightly with a smaller α, and increases slowly as α in-
creases beyond 9°. In the backward flow, i.e., in the diverging direction,
due to the restraint at the sharp entrance contracts the flow, the flow
seperates from the wall severely [22]. This will lead to the cross-sec-
tional area of channel is much larger than the actual flowing area,
which causes the velocity of the main flow at the exit is much larger
than the theoretical value asu1/ab. The expansion loss at the exit in the
diverging direction can be calculated by =p ρk uΔ exp

1
2 exp

2, where
kexp= (1− a/A)2. Therefore, the increase of velocity of the main flow
eventually leads to the increase in the expansion loss. Meanwhile, with
the increase of α, the velocity of main flow further increases at the exit,
implying the flow separation become more serious, which results in the
rise of k−. However, the onset of flow separation has been delayed until
α is larger than 9° after rounding due to the large curvature between the
small opening and the tapered surface of the jet pump, as presented in
Fig. 4(b). Notably, the decrease in k− after rounding can be attributed
to the reduce of flow seperation, which results in the notable decrease
in the expansion loss at the outlet ab in the backward flow, but not the
decrease in kcon,s.

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of ka and ε on α. As presented in
Fig. 5(a), JP-S has a negative ka, indicating that the time-averaged
pressure drop is in the diverging direction, which is different from the
case in JP-R. When α is 5°, ka for JP-R is slightly larger than the absolute
value of negative ka for JP-S. However, as α increases beyond 5°, JP-S
has a higher potential to produce the time-averaged pressure drop than
JP-R, especially for the jet pump with a larger α, indicated by the larger
absolute value of ka for JP-S than that for JP-R. Moreover, the max-
imum absolute value of ka for JP-S is obviously larger than that for JP-
R, and the directions are opposite. In this case, the traditional under-
standing that edge rounding of small opening increases the time-
average pressure drop becomes worrisome, since the influence of flow
separation on k− is not considered. On the other hand, it should be
noted that since the direction of the time-averaged pressure drop for JP-
S is in the diverging direction, the development of flow separation dose
not deteriorate the jet pump performance as it is traditionally believed
to, but improves the time-averaged pressure drop.

As for working efficiency, Fig. 5(b) shows the different variations of
ε for JP-S and JP-R with a rise in α. Within the small α regime, JP-R
shows the higher ε than that in JP-S, however, JP-S becomes more ef-
ficient when α is larger than 12°. In contrast to the previous studies
[23], this gives JP-S a chance to work more efficiently than JP-R under
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the same Re in high α regime. And decreasing Re can increase the
working efficiency for both JP-S and JP-R.

4.2. Impact of cross-sectional area ratio ab/as

The influence of ab/as is discussed in the following section. As
mentioned before, JP-S with α larger than 12° can induce a larger time-
averaged pressure drop efficiently, while for JP-R, it has a relatively
higher performance with α in the range of 3–9°, and exhibits instant
performance deterioration as α increases beyond 9°. To gain a better
performance comparison between JP-S and JP-R, the comparative
analysis of the impact of ab/as is based on the optimized α. To be
specific, the taper angle α is 15° (Nos. 5, 7–11 in Table 1) in JP-S, and
the performance is compared with that of JP-R with α of 9° [23]. Due to
the larger optimal α in JP-S, the length of jet pump Ljp is only 5.6 mm
when ab/as is 2 (the corresponding ratio of length to diameter Ljp/ds is
0.8), thus the jet pump with ab/as less than 2 is not considered here.

The variations of k+ and k− with ab/as are shown in Fig. 6. For JP-
R, k+ is insensitive to ab/as, but k− decreases with the increase of ab/as,
due to the decrease of expansion loss in the backward flow [23]. JP-S
shows the different behavior, k+ and k− exhibit negligible fluctuations
as ab/as increases, which implies that the change of ab/as has little ef-
fect on the flow separation. The variations of ka and ε with ab/as are
depicted in Fig. 7. JP-S has a noticeably larger absolute value of ka than
JP-R. However, when ab/as is larger than 2, JP-R can work more effi-
ciently than JP-S. For the jet pump with a fixed α, the length of jet pump
Ljp depends on ab/as. As for JP-S, the variance of ka with ab/as is small,

similar variance of ε can be observed in Fig. 7(b), which indicates that
the change of ab/as has little effect on the performance of JP-S with α of
15°. Therefore, the length of JP-S can be reduced to make the engine
more compact. However, for the case of JP-R, the time-averaged pres-
sure drop and the working efficiency can be improved by increasing ab/
as when ab/as is less than 2.3. As a result, the required length for JP-R
has to be long to maintain the high performance, since the optimal ε is
reached when ab/as is larger and α is smaller.

4.3. Impact of cross-sectional area ratio as/A

The above analyses are carried out on the jet pumps with the same
small opening area as. To be more systematic, the effect of the ratio of
the small opening-to-pipe cross sectional area as/A on the jet pump
performance is studied. The aforementioned α and ab/as show the dif-
ferent influences on the performance of JP-S and JP-R. Therefore, in the
following discussion, we keep the two types of jet pump at the optimal
performance even though the α and ab/as are different. For JP-R, α is 9°,
and ab/as is 2.3 (Nos. 17–22 in Table 1). JP-S has α of 15° and ab/as of
4.3 (Nos. 10, 12–16 in Table 1), and its length is closed to that of JP-R
under the same as/A. We have investigated the dependences of k+ and
k− on as/A. As presented in Fig. 8, it is noted that both JP-R and JP-S
have negative change in k+ and k− with a rise in as/A, which implies
that under a given velocity amplitude u1 through the small opening, the
pressure drops along the channel axis during the two half time periods
for jet pumps with different as/A are comparatively closed.

The variations of ka and ε with as/A are depicted in Fig. 9. JP-R and
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JP-S show significant dependence of ε on as/A, while their ka seem to be
insensitive to as/A. As for ε, it increases with the decrease of as/A. To be
specific, for a given u1, the time-averaged pressure drops induced by the
jet pumps with different as/A are almost constant, which can be verified
by the small change of ka. On the other hand, the volumetric velocity
amplitude through the jet pump reduces with the decrease of as/A and
results in a smaller acoustic power loss, as shown in Eq. (3). This leads
to the increase of working efficiency with the decrease of as/A.

5. Conclusion

This paper focuses on the performance comparison between the jet
pump with sharp edge (JP-S) and the jet pump with round edge (JP-R).
The performance dependences on the configurations including the taper
angle α and the cross-sectional area ratios (ab/as and as/A) are ana-
lyzed. The experimental results and the corresponding analyses eluci-
date the edge rounding effect on the performance of a jet pump in the
looped thermoacoustic system:

(1) The direction of the time-averaged pressure drop induced by JP-S is
in the diverging direction, which is opposite to that induced by JP-
R. This can be attributed to the intensive flow separation in JP-S,
which boosts up the pressure drop in the diverging direction and
even larger than that in the converging direction. Notably, the de-
velopment of flow separation in JP-S dose not deteriorate the jet
pump coefficient of effectiveness, but enhances the time-averaged
pressure drop.

(2) The optimized α and ab/as between JP-S and JP-R are different. For
JP-S, increasing α is conducive to the high time-averaged pressure
drop and working efficiency when α is less than 15°. Meanwhile, the
change of ab/as has little effect on the performance of JP-S, in-
dicating that the length of jet pump can be reduced to make the
engine more compact. However, in order to guarantee the high
performance in JP-R, the jet pump with α less than 9° and relatively
larger ab/as is recommended [23]. Additionally, when as/A is in the
range of 0.03–0.13, the change of as/A has little effect on coefficient
of time-averaged resistance ka, but reducing as/A can significantly
increase the working efficiency of both JP-S and JP-R.

(3) Comparison of the optimal results of JP-S and JP-R shows that the
absolute value of ka for JP-S is obviously larger than that for JP-R,
and JP-S exhibits a higher ε than JP-R in high α cases. Our analyses
imply that a JP-S can be more promising to induce the time-aver-
aged pressure drop and thus suppress the Gedeon streaming.
Therefore, the traditional understanding that edge rounding of
small opening is beneficial to increase the time-averaged pressure
drop could be ambiguous. However, applying JP-R could improve
the working efficiency, due to the significant decrease of pressure
drop in the diverging direction.

In addition, it is noted that a structure with a reduced cross-sec-
tional area has the capability to change the phase relation between the
pressure and the velocity oscillation, which will also affect the effi-
ciency of the thermoacoustic engine [26–28]. Therefore, both the time-
averaged pressure drop and the phase-change effect need to be
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considered for the design of the jet pump. Compared to JP-R, the var-
iation in the length of JP-S has little influence on its performance of
inducing time-averaged pressure drop, which gives more room to the
phase-chance optimization during the jet pump design.
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